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For being a kind friend and 
sharing. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Message from Early Years 

What a fantastic start to our new theme ‘How 
many colours are in a rainbow’. The children had 
lots of fun on Monday learning all about different 
artists such as Van Gogh and Picasso. They 
created different pieces of art work which will be 
displayed in the entrance to Early Years next 
week. Not only have we started a new theme but 
we have also been reading a new story linked to 
our theme ‘Elmer’.  

In Maths Mastery this week, we have been 
looking at daily routines, events, seasons and 
months. The children have ordered the days of 
the week and have drawn their own pictures of 
activities that happen on specific days.    

In the classroom we have been completing lots 
of exciting activities such as making a patterned 
Elmer using pom-poms and paints, making a 
shaped Elmer, writing about Elmer, writing a list 
of mini beasts, making our own stories using the 
puppet theatre and making models in the 
construction area. 

During the afternoons we have been learning 
how to use the program ‘paint’ on the interactive 
whiteboard. We have had lots of fun drawing 
different pictures.  We have also had lots of fun 
taking funny pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

PE Sessions  

Please ensure your child brings their PE kit into 
school. Your child’s PE kit can be kept at school 
and they will then bring it home at the end of each 
half term. Without a PE kit your child will not be 
able to participate in the session.  

 

Nursery 

Children will have PE sessions every Friday. If 
your child stays for the afternoon, please ensure 
that you provide your child with forest clothes as 
they will be participating with the Reception 
children in the Forest.  

 

 

 

 

 

After half term we will be starting our new theme 
‘Are Eggs Alive’. We would love to start our 
theme by showing the children some eggs, 
chicks and hens. We would like you to contact us 
if you know anybody that keeps chickens or has 
access to baby chicks. We would greatly 
appreciate it if you could bring them in to show 
the children. Please contact Miss. Morton if you 
can help us! 
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